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Oakland Unified School District:  
A Vision for Elementary Science
By Diana Vélez, FOSS Professional and Leadership Developer, The Lawrence Hall of Science and  

Caleb Cheung, Manager, Science, Oakland Unified School District

Walk into any one of the 54 elementary schools in Oakland, California, and 
chances are you’ll see students engaged in science. They may be figuring 

out how to make electricity flow through a circuit, observing chemical reactions, or 
attempting to make the tallest towers out of cups, straws, and other solid materials. Or 
students may be comparing the structures and functions of isopods, worms, or snails, 
observing how organisms change over time, or going outdoors to learn about the 
plants and animals that live in their school yards. All of these are typical activities in 
classrooms using the FOSS curriculum. What’s different is that not long ago only a small 
percentage of Oakland students were receiving this type of comprehensive science 
instruction on a regular basis. Now, hands-on science is happening in every classroom. 
And a growing number of teachers are using science as the context for reading, writing, 
and academic discussions in ways that support student understanding of science 
content and develop literacy skills and promote language acquisition.

Building the Foundation for Classroom Science
How did this happen? What made Oakland Unified School District (OUSD), an urban 
program improvement district, change its course to make science a focus and a priority 
for all students? Caleb Cheung is the science manager for OUSD. He uses the analogy of 
building a house to explain the process of bringing science instruction to the forefront 
of elementary education. According to Caleb, the foundation was there when he took 
over the science department in 2006. In the 1990s, one teacher from every elementary 
school in OUSD participated in the Leadership Institute for Teaching Elementary 
Science (LITES), an NSF funded project lead by Mills College that provided professional 
development in inquiry-based science instruction. Despite the pressures brought on 
by No Child Left Behind in the early 2000s to focus exclusively on reading and math, 
this core group of LITES teachers continued to teach and advocate for robust science 
teaching in their classrooms, at their sites, and at the district level. Many continued 
to participate in other science professional development workshops, institutes, and 
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projects. A few of those teachers became 
principals. One of those principals was 
Caroline Yee, an educator with vision  
as a teacher and administrator, and a 
FOSS pioneer in OUSD. (See the article 

“In Remembrance of Caroline Yee, 1944–
2013, FOSS Pioneer in Oakland, California” 
on page 15.)

Having a core of dedicated teachers 
and administrators provided a foundation 
for the other components necessary to 
build the house for science. Caleb credits 
supportive and visionary leadership from 
the OUSD board and top administrators, 
teacher leadership, and a systems-based 
approach to infrastructure as key features 
of a successful blueprint for building  
the district’s capacity for high-quality 
science instruction. 

In 2007, the district adopted the FOSS 
California Edition wholeheartedly and 
instituted a system for rotating the kits 
from school to school. Providing every 
teacher access to all three fully stocked 
modules (including live organisms) at 
each grade level in a timely manner is 
no small feat. Caleb soon realized that 
the existing barcode system based on 
paper was not an efficient way to track 
the FOSS kits in their journey from school 
to school and back to the warehouse. He 
devised a mobile computerized system 
using laptops, wireless scanners, a 
cordless printer, and speakers, which cuts 
the processing time and decreases the 
number of errors significantly. Currently, 

54 schools (about 1,000 classrooms) 
receive a FOSS kit three times a year. 
Behind the scenes is another extensive 
operation. Over three thousand boxes of 
materials need to be accounted for and 
refurbished every year. Again, Caleb led 
a rethinking of ways to make the system 
more efficient and sustainable. He and 
his team devised a new layout for the 
warehouse, a new labeling system for the 
materials, and a process for hiring high-
school interns in the summer to refurbish 
the kits. 

However, getting FOSS kits to the 
school sites wasn’t enough to ensure 
that every child received high quality 
science instruction. Regrettably, there 
were schools where the FOSS boxes 
were delivered but never distributed to 
classrooms, or where boxes sat unopened 
in classrooms. There was also poor 
attendance at the kit trainings that were 
offered for teachers throughout the school 
year. Caleb realized that something had 
to change and that it had to come from 
the top. He focused on the minutes for 
instruction that were mandated in the 
school day. OUSD, like most program 
improvement districts, required that 
the majority of the instructional day be 
devoted to reading and math, with little 
time for science, social studies, and the 
arts. In May 2010, in a historic move, 
the Oakland School Board unanimously 
passed an Elementary Science Policy 
requiring weekly science instruction—a 
minimum of 60 minutes for grades K–2 
and 90 minutes for grades 3–5. 

Getting Serious about Science
Mandating instructional minutes was 
a good start, but still not enough. Now 
it was time for the real work to begin. 
Over 60 corporate foundations, public 
agencies, and community organizations 
were brought together to forge a network 
of informal partnerships with each other 
and the district to provide resources 
and support for science instruction. As a 
result, in 2011, Caleb was able to expand 
the elementary science team, hiring a 
full-time coordinator, Claudio Vargas 
(formerly a director of the Bay Area 
Science Project), and four specialists to 
provide professional development and 
support for the growing infrastructure 
necessary to sustain a high-quality 

science instructional program. The 
team implemented a new approach 
to professional development. The unit 
of change shifted from the individual 
teacher to the whole school staff. FOSS 
trainings are now conducted at school 
sites and it is a requirement that the 
whole staff including the principal attend. 
Caleb credits these 90-minute site-based 
trainings for providing the enthusiasm 
and the confidence teachers needed 
to hop on the science bandwagon. In 
addition, teachers throughout the district 
began participating in major projects 
funded by state and national agencies, 
and directed by the Lawrence Hall of 
Science to improve science instruction 
and develop teacher leadership. These 
included: ACES (Advancing Collaboration 
for Equity in Science) and CAL: BLAST 
(A Collaborative Approach to Learning 

Bringing Language and Science Teaching), 
and more recently, PRACTISE (Practicum 
Academy to Improve Science Education) 
and BaySci: A Partnership for Bay  
Area Science Education (privately funded). 
Each project has a slightly different 
focus or approach, but all have the 
common goal of supporting teachers in 
the development of science content and 
pedagogical content knowledge and 
the leadership skills necessary to lead a 
school reform effort.

Continued on page 8

firsT-grade engineer building a Tower To learn abouT 

The ProPerTies of solid maTerials.

Third grader comParing crayfish and snail sTrucTures 

and behaviors.
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teachers and students grapple with as 
they make their way through the process 
of deeper understanding. In addition to 
the instructional rounds, extensive video 
recordings of classroom instruction in 
science are used to help principals and 
teachers examine their practice more 
closely through the lens of the 5x8 card. 

Science-Centered Schools
Capitalizing on the momentum, a “Focus 
School” model was adopted where certain 
schools opted to make science the center 
of their instruction. Teachers at these 
schools receive classroom coaching, two 
days of training during the school year, 
and are invited to the district’s two-week 
science summer academies. Currently 13 
of the 54 schools are part of what is now 
called the Science and Literacy Cohort. 
These schools are committed to improving 

the quantity and 
quality of science 
instruction in 
all classrooms, 
increasing science 
teacher leadership 
capacity, and 
developing 
science resources 
and models for 
effective practices 
for the district. 
They are focused 
on science 
and literacy 
integration and 
issues of equity. 
The science 
department, 
together 

with high-level administrators, holds 
consultancies with each principal in the 
cohort schools to provide differentiated 
support for moving their schools forward. 
This approach recognizes that each school 
has specific needs. 

Part of building sustainability is to 
continue developing teacher leadership 
capacity. Every school site is required to 
have a designated Lead Science Teacher 
(LST). Previously the role of the LST was 
to coordinate the delivery of FOSS kits 
and materials. In the past three years, the 
role has evolved to a true leadership role, 
where LSTs receive additional leadership 
training and are expected to work closely 

Bringing principals up to speed was 
another critical component. Putting the 
spotlight on science meant providing 
principals with the knowledge, tools, and 
structures they would need to support 
comprehensive science instruction at 
their sites. For the past two years, all 
elementary principals were required to 
attend 30 hours of science professional 
development, to help strengthen their 
roles as instructional leaders—another 
first in OUSD history. This last school year, 
the science department began using the 
Instructional Rounds approach. A group 
of principals meet at a school site and visit 
classrooms together to observe science 
instruction. Using a tool dubbed the 

“5x8 card,” principals look for evidence 
of specific science learning principles 
and student actions based on the Next 
Generation Science Standards (NGSS). 

Next, the principals engage in 
a facilitated discussion focusing on 
what they observed and identifying 
patterns that evolve. The host principal 
describes a “problem of practice” on 
which he/she asks the group of visiting 
principals to focus and then provide 
feedback. Principals find that this process 
helps them to see the level of student 
involvement in academic conversations, 
which is a district-wide priority across 
all subject areas. Listening in as students 
share their science investigation results 
and try to make meaning of their 
experiences gives principals a chance 
to see the value and the challenges 

Oakland continued

with principals to plan and implement 
professional development at their sites. 
This is a significant change. Claudio, the 
elementary science coordinator, explains,  

Science and the Common Core
Leading the convergence of ELA and 
science (as well as math and other 
subjects) is Maria Santos, OUSD’s Deputy 
Superintendent. Maria also serves as the 
co-chair for Understanding Language, a 
national initiative at Stanford University 
that is developing knowledge and 
resources to help teachers meet their 
students’ linguistic needs as they address 
the Common Core State Standards 
(CCSS) and the Next Generation Science 
Standards (NGSS). Under Maria’s 
leadership, the English Language Arts 
(ELA) and science departments have been 
exploring new territory by combining 
subject area expertise with literacy and 
language development. For example, 
last year, the two departments worked 
closely together to develop and roll 
out an assessment called, the Science 
Writing Task (SWT) for all third through 
fifth grade students. The SWT consists 
of five one-hour lessons that prepare 
students to write an opinion/reason-

The “5x8 card” is a classroom observaTion Tool ThaT esTablishes a common language 

for how sTudenTs engage in oPPorTuniTies To learn science. oakland usd, 2012

Practices for High Quality K-12 Science Education 
The Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS) define eight scientific and engineering practices for students as they engage in 
science learning.  Not all practices will be evident every time, in every activity.  Evidence of the practices exists through student 
activities and interactions.  See reverse for student behaviors. 
 
Scientific and Engineering Practices 

1. Asking questions and defining problems 
2. Developing and using models 
3. Planning and carrying out investigations 
4. Analyzing and interpreting data 
5. Using mathematics and computational thinking 
6. Constructing explanations and designing solutions 
7. Engaging in argument from evidence 
8. Obtaining, evaluating, and communicating information 

 
 
 

A Framework for K-12 Science Education: Practices, Crosscutting Concepts, and Core Ideas (2011). National Research Council 
http://www7.nationalacademies.org/bose/Standards_Framework_Homepage.html 

 
 
K-12 Science Learning Principles and Actions 
 

Principles (Practices) Vital Student Actions 

1. Questions guide inquiry (1, 4, 8)  Students ask meaningful questions relevant to the science topic or lesson.

2. Learning occurs through 
investigations (1, 2, 3, 4, 5) Students use materials, tools, and texts to explore, gather data, and answer questions. 

3. Explanations are evidence-based 
(2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8) 

Students use evidence to interpret observations, support ideas, and construct 
explanations. 

4. Science is a community endeavor 
that evolves with new evidence 
(4, 5, 6, 7, 8) 

Students collaborate to build understanding and revise their thinking when presented 
with new evidence. 

5. Application is essential for 
building understanding (1, 2, 3, 6) 

Students apply science knowledge and practices to respond to open-ended and novel 
problems. 

6. Academic success depends on 
academic language 

Students use discipline-specific academic language, models, and mathematics to 
communicate understanding orally and in writing. 

7. ELs develop language through 
content 

English learners produce language that communicates ideas and reasoning, even when 
that language is imperfect. 

8. Equitable participation All students are engaged in learning and choose appropriate scaffolds for learning. 
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OUSD has begun a shift that goes 
beyond the convergence of goals and 
expectations espoused in CCSS and 
NGSS. It is a shift in leadership at the 
schools, a shift that gives teachers a 
voice and a role in the transformation 
of their schools. For the first time, 
teacher leaders from every elementary 
school, one each from math, ELA, 
and science, worked together during 
a three-day institute this summer 
to understand the common shifts 
in instruction across subject areas 
proposed by CCSS and NGSS, with 
a focus on academic discussions, 
and made instructional as well as 
leadership decisions for their schools. 
At the end of the three days, teachers 
met with their principals to discuss 
implementation plans. This level of 
distributed leadership, collaboratively 
led by the science, math, and ELA 
departments, has never been practiced 
before, and gives the shifts in teaching 
and learning a much greater chance  
for success. 
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based essay based on concepts learned 
in their FOSS module. The SWT assesses 
students based on the CCSS ELA writing 
standards for argumentation development 
and uses science as the context for that 
writing. Teachers report that the task is 
challenging, yet a refreshing change from 
standardized tests. They say that because 
of the SWT, they are teaching more 
science to make sure their students are 
prepared. The next step for the ELA and 
science departments is to complete the 
development of instructional units that 
address the CCSS for ELA using the FOSS 
curriculum for the science content with 
more of a focus on NGSS. According to 
Maria, this convergence of curricular areas 
is a critical part of the district’s strategic 
plan that makes high-quality STEM 
instruction a district-wide priority for all 
students. The 13 Science and Literacy 
Cohort Schools are in the forefront of 
implementing this directive. Having ELA 
units and writing assessments based 
on the FOSS investigations is a big step 
towards making this directive a reality for 
all schools. 

Has all this effort paid off? In addition 
to the observable presence of science 
happening at every school, Caleb notes 
that the state science test scores for fifth 
grade have doubled in the last few years. 
He also believes funders recognize and 
respect the hard work and reform efforts 

the district has made and are therefore 
willing to continue providing grants and 
other resources to sustain the progress. 
Maria also points out that the district 
now has a structure that holds everyone 
accountable. Teaching science is no 
longer voluntary—it is the responsibility 
of all district leaders to work together to 
make science instruction happen. The 
high level of collaboration between 
departments has resulted in a deeper 
understanding of how to move schools 
forward in all curricular areas. 

A Vision for the Future
Oakland’s vision for elementary science 
is blazing the trail for other districts. 
Recently the administration endorsed a 
vision statement that makes it clear that 
all students will receive daily science 
instruction and that there shall be a 
widespread convergence of science 
instruction with ELA and English 
language development. 

According to Caleb, the present 
challenge is to plan for the 
implementation of NGSS. He and his 
team are exploring how to give teachers 
and students the opportunity to succeed 
with the new standards by creating a 
road map to guide the way. Caleb says, 

“Elementary instruction will look at things 
differently—holistically. Science is going 
to flow into ELA time and CCSS literacy 

strategies will help students to learn 
science.” Erin Cogan, OUSD’s Elementary 
Literacy Coordinator agrees. She believes 
implementing the CCSS for ELA is a huge 
paradigm shift. 

The OUSD leadership sees their work 
as an issue of equity. Across the state of 
California, urban schools lost emphasis 
on science and that put students at a 
huge disadvantage, in terms of pursing 
STEM-related careers. Oakland wants all 
students to experience the fascination 
with the natural world, to be curious 
about the mysteries of how things work. 
They believe science is intrinsically 
interesting to students, and more 
importantly, that the understanding of 
science is fundamental to participating 
in an informed and scientifically aware 
community. OUSD is doing its part to 
make sure its children are a part of  
that community.  

Every spring, students and teachers 

can look forward to bubbling potions, 

robots, and forensic mysteries, all while 

enjoying a formal dinner at the Oakland Zoo. 

Since 2009, Oakland Unified has been hosting 

Dinner with a Scientist to bring together 

local scientists, teachers, and students to 

celebrate science. At the end of each school 

year, four semi-formal events take place—

three for elementary and one for secondary, 

serving a total of 700 people. Over the 

course of the evening, teachers and students 

meet researchers, university professors, 

engineers, doctors, veterinarians, and even 

forensic scientists. Each scientist talks 

about her or his work, leads an activity, and 

answers questions, switching tables every 30 

Dinner with a Scientist

minutes. A fourth-grade 

teacher attending the 

event for the first time last 

year said, “I took a student 

that had been quiet and 

shy in the classroom all 

year and was amazed 

when she started firing off 

questions to the scientist 

at our table.  

She was so interested in 

the science experiment.  

It was like she was a 

different person.” OUSD 

is able to offer these 

events free to invited participants thanks to 

donations and local funders.

For more information, visit:  

http://science.ousd.k12.ca.us  

fifTh-grade sTudenTs exPerimenTing wiTh chemical reacTions aT ousd’s annual 

dinner wiTh a scienTisT evenT. 

If we know that literacy in the content 
areas is one of the biggest shifts, then 
we need to open up our world to not 
limiting instruction to separate blocks 
for literacy and for science. We need 
to give permission to our teachers to 
plan and try out integrated learning 
experiences that connect reading, 
writing, speaking and listening to the 
FOSS investigations. 
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